Introducing
Ollin.

Unique, responsive and
expertly designed, Ollin helps
you interact with technology as
seamlessly as possible.
Constantly shifting and morphing with
each day, the world of business is never
static. A productive workplace should
reflect this in its ability to evolve with
changing business requirements. Cloud
computing and the use of hybrid laptop/
tablets are shifting how and why we use
computer screens, and developments
in technology are increasing the need
for the workplace to be even more
responsive.
Unique, responsive and expertly
designed, Ollin is a dynamic monitor arm
that encourages users to interact with
technology and each other as seamlessly
as possible.
SEE THE LIGHT

As technology advances, screens are
becoming lighter and often more
compact. The elastomeric properties in

the technical cord that controls Ollin’s
arm mean it can accommodate weights
from 0kg up to 9kg. And as the trend for
screens to become lighter, or combine as
a tablet/laptop continues, Ollin can grow
with you and your business
TWO GOOD

Dual screen working is becoming
increasingly prevalent in the workplace.
Because Ollin is easy to customise and
adapt, it supports this shift in working
styles. A dual screen mount can be
attached to the main arm, improving user
productivity by allowing them to switch
smoothly between different applications.
And because there’s no need to provide a
separate arm for each screen, expenditure
is kept to a minimum while productivity
increases. A cost effective, future proof
solution to the changing configuration of
the workstation.
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OVERVIEW

• Suitable for multi-screens, laptops and tablets
• Available in white, silver and black
+44 (0)20 7940 4266
info@cbsproducts.co.uk
www.colebrookbossonsaunders.com
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• 180° stop function/360° capability
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• Monitor head: VESA 75 and 100 compliant
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• Vertical adjustment: 346mm (13.5”)
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• Horizontal reach: 674mm (26.5”)
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• Monitor weight range: 0 - 9kg
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